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ABSTRACT

In this paper. we Investigate the growth rate» and eigenmodes

of the streaming sausage, kink and tearing Instabilities in the plasma

tall of comets. The results show that both tha sausage and kink nodes

can be excited by the sheared plants flow, which Is low at the centre of

the plasma sheet and high on the two sides of tha plasma sheet. The

streaming sausage taode grows faster than the strewing kink node when

PL < l.S. When «L> 1.5. tha streaming kink Instability has a higher

growth rate. The instability condition for both the streaming sausage

and kink nodes is found to be Her* p. Is the ra t io

between the plasma and magnetic pressures, V., the Alfven velocity and

V( the plasma flow velocity In the lobes of the cometary tail. In the

presence of a finite resistivity, the streaming sausage mode evolves Into

the streaming tearing mode, which leads to the formation of magnetic

islands. We suggest that some of the knots, kinks and disconnection

events observed In the plasma tail of comets may be associated with the

streaming sausage, kink and tearing Instabilities, respectively.
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1 . INTRODUCTION

The photographic observations of C O M U have revealed that many

discrete and large-scale as well as small-scale structures, such as knots,

condensation, kinks, helices, disconnection events and more Irregular structures,

are often seen In the plasma tall of comets I II.[21. The knots are small

regions of enhanced brightness obsarved In almost all cometary tall. The

condensations are also regions of enhanced brightness, but It Is often a

larger cloud-like structure. The kinks are seen as sharp bends and the

helices are the wavy features. The disconnection events appear to be cyclic

in the sense that after a tail gets disconnected a new tall appears to form

and this process seems to repeat Itself.

On the basis of the Interaction of the solar wind with the cometary

atmosphere, the possible mechanisms for the formation of knots and condensations,

kinks and helices, and disconnection events in the plasma tall of comets have

been discussed by many authors |3)-(15|. However, at the present time, the

details are still not understood completely. In a classical paper,

Biermann H I had noted that the solar wind plasma would probably carry a

magnetic field along. Alfvln |4| developed this idea qualitatively to give

,i nagnetohydrodynamic model for the interaction of the solar wind with the

lometary plasma. He suggested that the observed wavy patterns and high

velocities may be due to the propagation of hydrodynamic waves down the tail.

He also considered the alternate possibility that the observed motion of the

condensations in the cometary tall may be due to small gas clouds torn away

from the head and accelerated by electromagnetic forces.

The possible role of plasma instabilitiaa in enhancing the coupling

between the solar wind and the cometary plasma has also been considered by

several authors. Hyder et al. |5| inferred that the helical wave seems

propagating down the plasma tall of comet Kohoutek with a speed of about

1MJ0 kms'1, was believed to be triggered by the kink instability in the tail

tarrying as axial current. Ershkovich et al. |6|,i7j have attributed all

I he large-scale wave phenomena seen in several comets to the well-known

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability excited by the velocity shear between the

cometary and solar wind flows in the tail of comets. Morrison and Mendis |8|

suggested (hat the small-scale structure observed close to the plasma tail

axis or comets may fee a consequence of well-known finite resistivity

instability in the cometary cross-tail current sheet. While the tearing mode

instability, which causes a breakup of the layer along the current flow

lines, may be responsible for the observed small condensation or knots near

tin: axis, the ripple mode instability may give rise to the small-scale wavy

st rue tores.
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Several theories have been put forth to explain the occurrence of

disconnection events (9|. Among them are: (1) the brute force dynamic

pressure theory of Ip l)0|, (2) the flute Instability theory of Ip and Mendls (111,

(3) the backside (near-tail) reconnectlon theory of Ip (12} and Russell

et al. (13] and (*) the frontslde reconnectlon theory of Nledner and

Brandt 11*1.115]. The first three theories require enhanced solar wind ram

pressure in order to operate, while the latter theory requires a reversal of

the interplanetary magnetic field polarity. I.e. transversal of an inter-

planetary sector boundary. Using the analogy of reconnectlon in the earth's

magnetotail, Russell et al. (13) also suggested that the backside reconnectlon

may be triggered by sudden changes in the direction of Interplanetary magnetic

field.

On 11 September 1985, the International Cometary Explorer (ICE) space-

craft passed through the tall of comet Glacoblni-Zlnner (G-Z) and made In situ

measurements of particles, waves and fields [16). The ICE magnetic field

observations at coewt G-Z have revealed the presence of a well-developed

magnetotail with a diameter of t 10.000 km at a distance of 7.800 km down-

stream of the nucleus [17),(18). The tall is composed of two lobes of

opposite magnetic polarity separated by a ^ 1.500 km thick plasma sheet. An

Important feature of the lobe* are the strong transverse gradients in the

field strength. The field magnitude varies from "*• 30 nT in the outer

portions of the lobes to •>. 60 nT in the central regions. The plasma sheet

magnetic fields are weak and generally directed from one lobe toward the

opposite lobe In the sense expected for closure of the field lines. The

low-pass filtered data from the ICE electron spectrometer are used to examine

relationships between plasma densities, flow speeds, flow directions and

temperature at distances within -v 105 km of the comet G-Z nucleus [19).

On a scale size of ">• 10 km, ICE detected a strong interaction with the solar

wind flow which was variously characterized as a transition region (201 and

a bow wave (18|. Close to the tall axis, the plasma density temains nearly

constant near 650 cm over a width "v 1.200 km, which corresponds to the

region of the low magnetic field intensity (i 5 nT) Identified as a current

sheet from the magnetic field data (181,121],(22). In this region, the plasma

temperature slightly above 1 eV (1.3 x 10 K). Away fron the axis, the

plasma density dropped to 100 cm (temperature 2 x 10* K) over 2.000 km,

then decreased to

that region (plasa
10 (temperature l.S X 10 JO over 15.000 km; outside

i tail), the density fluctuated between 10 and 30 cm'3

and the temperature between 1 x 10 K 122J.
-1

In the sheath (I.e. the lobes)

the plasma velocity Is typically < 200 km'1, but they are still quite variable.

The' velocity in the plasma sheet Itself is consistent with zero [I9|. It

represents that a sheared plasma flow is existed in the plasma tail of comets.
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In this paper, based on the observations from the ICE, we suggest a

new mechanism for the formation of knots, kinks and disconnection events in

the plasma tail of comets. Recently, Lee et al. (23) and Wang et al. |24|,[25|

found that the streaming sausage, kink and tearing instabilities can be

excited in a current sheet with a super-Alfvenic plasma flow. The streaming

sausage and kink instabilities, similar to the Kelvln-Helmholtz Instability,

are caused by the sheared plasma flow. In the presence of a finite

resistivity, magnetic Islands can be formed Inside the plasmolds associated

with the streaming sausage mode, and the streaming sausage mode can evolve

Into the streaming tearing mode. The ICE observations indicated that the

flow velocity in the lobes of comet G-Z la super-Alfve'nic (191. so the streaming

sausage, kink and tearing Instabilities may be excited In the plasma tail of

comets due to the sheared flows between the fast moving lobe plasm an) the pLasra

sheet plasma. Some of the knots, kinks and disconnection events observed in the plasm tall of

comets may be associated with the streaming immmji, klnfc and tearing Instabilities, respectively.

In Sec.II, we discuss the instability condition! and growth rates of

the streaming sausage and kink instabilities in the ideal Incompressible limit

by using a multi-layer model. In Sec.Ill, we treat a more realistic case

in which all plasma parameters and the magnetic field vary continuously along

the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field and plasma flow. We employ

an Initial-value method to study the growth rate* and elgenaode structures

of the streaming sausage, kink and tearing instabilities In a compressible

plasma with a sheared flow. Their Implications to the plasma tall of comets

are discussed in Sec.III. A summary Is presented In Sec.IV.

IT. INSTABILITY CONDITIONS AND GROWTH RATES OF THE STREAMING SAUSAGE

AND KINK INSTABILITIES

In this section, we discuss the instability conditions and growth rates

of the streaming sausage and kink Instabilities in the Incompressible limit.

The ideal Incompressible magnetohydrodynamtc equations used in this section

en be written as

• V

Vp

at

p

o

0

-vp + ji (V x 8) x I

V x (v x B)

pRT
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where p. p and T are the plasma Bass density, pressure and temperature,

respectively, v is the bulk velocity and 8 the magnetic field, R is the

gas constant. The one-dimensional equilibrium configuration is given by

S0

p0 " p 0 U )

(6)

The condition for the transverse pressure balance can be written as

P0 + 87 * const- (7)

where the physical quantities with the subscript "0" represent the values

at the Initial equilibrium state.

POT simplicity, a six-layer model Is used to model the cometary tail

with two-lobes and an embedded plasma sheet In the interplanetary space.

The initial profiles of the magnetic field, flow velocity, density and

temperature of plaama for the equilibrium state are assumed to have the form

z > d

d > t > 6

d > E > 0

0 > z > -4

-S > z > -d

-d > l

B0 "
-B

I"-

1*1 > <«
d > |z| > 6

« > M

\,\ > d

d > |i| > A

4 > U|

(8)

(9)

(10)

d > )z| > A (It)

-V

where B PP' V TL and T n are constants.P* f"w**'| * **P' *»* "I w" u >n

The quantities with the subscripts ~, L and P represent the values in the

solar wind, the lobe and plasma mSeet of the cometary tail, respectively.

From Eqs.(7)-(11), the transverse pressure balance for the equilibrium state

gives the following relation

.2 «,2 -| r ™. .12
r "„ N |

(12)P| T~

where V
Al. ) l / 2 and V A - - B_/(4«p,,)

l/2 are the local Alfve'n

velocities in the lobes of cometary tall and solar wind, respectively.

However, it must be noted that unlike planetary Mgnptotnlls. the cometary

tail is embedded in an ionoshoath that has a static pressure nearly equal to

the solar wind stagnation pressure. Transverse pressure balance reveals a

systematic variation In the Ion temperature across the tail which In turn

tells how the pick-up velocity of new Ions varies across the pick-up region [26|.

According to the linearized method, any physical quantity can be

represented as

kvy
)! (13)

where u is the frequency, k and k are the two components of the wave

vector k

Then, the linearized form of Bqs.(l)-(5) for the perturbed quantities can

be written as

5* +

ky V + 37

K (i • 8o)b
y

h 5T bz

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)
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-iu.*bz - Hi • Bo)« (22)

(23)

where u, v, w and bjP b . b£ are the three components of the perturbed

plasma velocity v. and the perturbed Magnetic field S.. p. and T, are

the perturbed plan* density and temperature, respectively; <u* is the Doppler-

shifted frequency and 4 the total perturbed pressure

• -
B
7— b

(24)

From Eqs.(!5)-(23), we can express all perturbed quantities in terns

of the total pertubed pressure

au* it dz

a* —

a dz

dz

t u I d B0 d*

V* - S?dT df

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

where

h '&•

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

The total perturbed pressure * obeys the following second-order differential

equation

" 0 (34)

R<J.(34) Is a fundaawntal equation studied the stability of a sheread plasma

flow in a slab geometry [231,127}.

-7-

From Eq.(34), It is easy to obtain the differential equation for

the z component of the displacement vector %. We introduce the perturbed

displacement vector (

(35)

Then, the z component of t. Kz -

it can be obtained

Using Eqs.(28), (34) and (35),

- * k \ (36)

Eq.(36) has been obtained by several authors to discuss the surface waves and

the Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability in a magnetically structured medium (28)-[30|.

The match conditions at the interface between two different layers of

plasma may be written as

\*\ • 0

UJ - 0

(37)

(38)

where the brackets represent the Jump across the interface in the slab geometry.

Eqs.(37) and (38) m a n that the total perturbed pressure 4 and the z

component of the displacement vector ? are continuous acrosa the Interface.

In the model given by Eqs.(8)-(11), th* Magnetic field, velocity, density

and temperature of plasaa are uniform In each layer, therefore u* and a are

constants in each layer. Then, Eqs.(34) and (36) can be reduced to

(39)

and

dz
- o (40)

in each layer. Using the solutions of Eq.(39) or Eq.140) and the match

conditions (37) and (38), we obtain the dispersion equation of the streaning

sausage and kink modes for a sin-layer model as

+ oi2u,*)2(

*
a.iu.

+ a.w,) (a,m2 +

e2 k S)e"2 k d]

ai) I

* * > 2 , * *X2, * *>2 4 k 6 . - 4 k d . n

jUh + a-jui-jj - l a , I D , - c i j i ^ ' *a2aJ2 " a 3 u 3 e | e " u
( 4 1 )
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where a., a-, a. wid «,, w^, u^ represent the values of a and u* in

tha rations |l|> d, A > |z| > i and 4 > |z|, respectively.

The diapersIon equation (41) can be solved by the numerical methods.

However, the obaarvattona of the coaet G-Z from the ICE show that the lobe

scale (d ^ 10* km) is such larger than the plasma sheet (4 i 103 km) 117|,|18|,

i.e. d » A. For the perturbation with the wave length A << 2nd, the

diaper*Ion equation (41) say be reduced to

(42)

Eq.(42) aeans that tha effect* of the solar wind on the stability of the

coaatary tail Bay be neglected for the case with the perturbed wave length

A << 2nd. On the other hand, If the perturbed wave length A >> 2vH, then

the dispersion equation (41) may be reduced to

Vl °2"2
*

*(Vl
*. -2ltd

(43)

Eq.(43) give* the dispersion equation which discuss the Instability caused

by the sheared flow between the solar wind and the cometary plasma. Obviously,

Eq.(41) is a complete dispersion equation which considers total roles of the

solar wind, the lobes and the plaaaa sheet of the coaetary tall.

Aa a first step, we restrict ourselves to discuss the streaming

sausage, ktnfc and tearing Instabilities caused by the sheared plsna flow

between the lobe plaaaa and the plaaaa sheet plasaa In the coaetary tail.

Therefore, froa Eq.(42), we obtain the dispersion equations for the streaming

sausage and kink Modes, respectively

1
PpVp(l -e' 2 k*)|

•"Zk6

e"2")

. " 2 k * ) l ) I
J

-{Pp(V
2 - vJpJ(l - e"2114)

(44)

and

PLO -

-2k«)1

PpVp(l

- IPL(1 - e"
2")

• PL<
VL ' VAL K 1 *

Pp(l e~
2k4)!lpp(V

2 - V2
p)UV p ) "2k* >

(45)
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where B p/(4»p p)
1 / 2 and

Using the dlscersion equations (44) and (4S), son* features of

the streaming sausage and kink nodes in the plasma tall of comets

are discussed below.

(1) It can be shown fro* Eq*.(44) and (45) that the former part of u/k

is always real, and it represents the effect of the plasma flow velocities

Vp and V( and the plasaa densities pp and PL on the wave frequency.

Hence, we obtain the phase velocity ui /k for the streaming sausage and kink

modes, respectively, as

-2k*, -2k6,

(46)

and

PL{1 - a'
2") + Pp(l + e'

(47)

Fig.t shows the normalised phase velocity of the hydro-

T p •magnetic waves as a function of the normal tied wave nuaber k* for

and Op/o, " 1-5, 5, 10, 50. The two branches of the curves represent the

streaming sausage and kink modes, reapectively. The phase speed of the

sausage node is higher than that of the kink mode. It la known froa the

observations of the coaet G-Z U7]-{22] that the typical values of the magnetic

field, the velocity, the denalty and the temperature of the plasma in tha

lobes and the plasaa sheet of this coastary tall may be taken B L?60 nT, B px 7nT.

V,* 200 km*"1, VDa< 0, n. * 150 cm"3, nB<* 670

I.e. v =* 110 kms"1, V.ps» 6 km*"
1.

that the phase velocity of the strai

37 kms"1 in the Halting case with

a*3, Tp=L TL^- 1.5 x 10* K,

Therefore froa Flg.l, it can be shown

ilng sausage and kink modes Is about

k & - -.

(2) When the latter part of ui/k is the iaaginary, then, it gives the

growth rates of the streaming sausage and kink modes. Fig.2 shows the

normalized growth rates t/kVAL of the streaming sausage and kink

instabilities »» a function of the normalized wave nuaber k* for the case

T p - TL, Bp - BL/9, Vp - 0 and V L - 2VAp. The four curves are for the

different values of the denalty ratio Pp/PL " 1-5, 5, 10 and 50, which

correspond to PL • 2, 0.25,0.11 and 0.02, respectively. It Is shown that

the streaming sausage mode grows faster than the streaming kink mode for

the cases with 0, • 0.25, 0.11 and 0.02. In the case with &L - 2, the

streaming kink Instability has a higher growth rate.

-10-
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(2) When the flow veloctiy Vp is equal to zero, the Instability

conditions for the strewing sausage and kink instabilities can be obtained

fron Eqs.(44) and (45), respectively as

to,(l

and

<>

pp(l -

P LP p(l • *'

(pp(l - Pp(

PLPp(l -
|p, ¥*,<! - e 2ltS) +

(48)

(1 + e" k*>)

(49)

The normalized critical values V I ' % L e 1 t c l t e d streaming sausage and kink

instabilities, as a function of the normalized wave number k4, are shown In

Fig.3. It is found that the streaming sausage and kink modes can be excited

in the plaama tall of comet*, and the critical value of \ / V A L for the

streaming sausage mode is larger than that of the stressing kink mode.

Finally, It is shown that the dispersion equation (43) for the case

with the perturbed wave length A •>> 2*6 has the sane feature with Eq.(42).

It represents that the streaming sausage and kink instabilities are also

excited by the sheared flow between the solar wind plasma and the lobe plasma

of the conetary tail, but the perturbed wave length Is larger than that of Che

streaming sausage and kink modes caused by the sheared flow between the lobe

plasma and the plasma sheet plasm* In the cometary tall. Therefore, we guess

that the small-scale structures (for examples, the knots and kinds) observed

in the plasma tail of comets may be associated with the streaming sausage, kink

and tearing instabilities excited by the sheared flow between the lobe plasma

and plasma sheet plasma, and the large-scale structures (for example, the

condensations) may be associated with the streaming, kink and tearing instabilities

excited by the sheared flow between the solar wind and the conetary plasma.

III. FORMATION OF KNOTS, KINKS AND DISCONNECTION EVENTS

IN THE PLASMA TAIL OF COMETS

In Sec.II, we have discussed the instability conditions and growth

rates of the streaming sausage and kink Instabilities in the incompressible

limit by using a multi-layer model of the cometary tail. However, the

observations show that the cometary tail Is a non-uniform plasma with

-11-
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rontinuously varying density and flow velocity in a continuously varying

magnetic field. We now employ as initial-value method [23 J-1251,(311131]

to study the growth rates and eigenmodes structures of the streaming sausage,

kink and tearing Instabilities in a compressible plasma with a sheared flow

In this section. We start the following tnagnetohydrodynamic equations

I f * '
"if

(pv) - 0

V ) i _ - T 8)

I
at

V x (v x 8) - JJ V x (nv x S)

(50)

(51)

(52)

(53)

where n is the resistivity, c th* light speed in the vacuum, and y • 5/3

Is the ratio of specific heats. Because the thickness of the lobes Is much

larger than that of the plasma sheet in the cometary tail 117J, 118], the

initial one-dimensional equilibrium configuration of the cometary tail may

be described by

(54)BL tanh(f) tK

VL[1 - ,ech
2(|)]

sech2(|)

(55)

(56)

where & Is the characteristic half-thickness of the plasma sheet.

In the Initial value approach we follow the development In time of

a small perturbation about the equilibrium state. Each of the physical

quantities may be written as

q - + R€{qj(r,t) + kyy)H (57)

where qn(z) is the zero-order quantity and q|(z,t) is the complex first-

order quantity. Eight linear differential equations describing the time

evolution of the eight perturbed quantities can be obtained from Eqs.(5O)-(53).

These perturbed differential equations can be numerically solved by the fourth-

order Ringe-Kutta method. If the Initial state described by Eqs.(54)-(56)

Is unstable, the fastest growing mode will eventually dominate the numerical

solution, and one can obtain the growth rate and the eigenmode profiles of

the fastest growing mode.

-12-



The computational domain (-L f t S L) is chosen to be large enough

to ensure that the effect of the boundary is negligible. The boundary

condition* at t - it can ba fixed (ql • 0) or "free" Oqj/az - 0)

boundary condition. The results show that for L » 164 the growth rate and

eigenmode profiles are not sensitive to the choice of boundary conditions.

In our computation, the perturbed quantities are written in the

dimenslonlesa fan. The length is normalized by the half-thickness of the

plasma sheet (6), the time by the Alfven transit time T A

the density by p.. the pressure by

«/V the
AL'
the velocitymagnetic field by

by V ^ , and the plasma temperature TQ is normalized by BL
V|L/2H- The

dlmensionleas growth rate la defined as i* - Y*/VAL • Y T A , where r Is the

Imaginary part of the complex frequency u. The normalized resistivity is

defined as n*- r,c2/4**VAL. The grid size Is typically taken to be Az - 6/8.

The direction of the wave propagation is assumed to be in the direction of the

initial plas

The numerical results are shown In Figs.4-7. Fig.4 shows the eigen-

mode profiles of the perturbed plasma density pj and the x and z components

of the perturbed magnetic field bv and

(e,

flow (k - k, k - 0), which has the maximum growth rate.

b for the streaming sausage mode

1,1. VL - 2VAL, ko - 0.45, n* - 0), the streaming tearing mode (SL

2VAL' k* " °-45> n* ' 0 0 0 5 8 > •"«• t n* streaming kink mode <BL - 2.

0.45, n* - 0). respectively. From Fig.4, it can be shown

that for the streaming sausage mode and the streaming tearing mode the perturbed

density (p.) and the z component of the magnetic field (t^) are symmetric

with respect to the e - 0 axis, and the x component of the magnetic field

(b ) is antisymmetric about « - 0. In the r - 0 plane, b£(0) is zero for

the streaming sausage mode with respect with zero resistivity, and b (0) Is

finite for the streaming tearing mode with a finite reslsltivity. For the

streaming kink mode, p. and are. antisymmetric and b( is symmetric about

the z - 0 axis. It la found that the real and imaginary parts of every

perturbed quantity have the same symmetry. This feature is different from

the Kelvln-Helmholtt Instability [31!.

Flg.S shows the corresponding magnetic field configurations for the

streaming sausage mode, the streaming tearing mode and the streaming kink mode

in Fig.4, respectively. The magnetic field configurations in Fig.5 are

obtained from the superposition of background magnetic field BQ and the

perturbed fields obtained] from the eigeimwde profiles. The maximum value of

the perturbed field b Is chosen to be 0.15 B. . It can be seen from
H It

Fig.5 that the reconnectIon of the magnetic field lines does not occur for

the streaming sausage mode, since n* * 0. However, the plasmoids with
high plasma density are formed. Charged particles can be trapped within

-13-

the plasmoids by mirror magnetic fields associated with the streaming

sausage mode. On the other hand, magnetic reconnection§ do occur and

magnetic Islands are formed for the streaming tearing node in the presence

of a finite resistively. A magnetic field configuration of kink waves

caused by the streaming kink instability Is also shown In Fig.5.

Fig.6 displays that the normalised growth rate Y* versus the normalized

n* - 0) and the streaming kink mode (BL - 2, V^ - 2 VAL, n* - 0).

be seen that for the streaming sausage mode the maximum growth rate

It can

-1
— 0.060 t"1) occurs at km 0.5, and the growth rate is found to be

very small for k 4 > 1.
™1

rate (im~ 0-12 T A ) occurs at k< &• 1.0, and the growth rate is very small

AL

For the streaming kink mode, the maximum growth

»~ °-12
: 0.35. The phase velocities of excited waves are about 1.8 V.

V L " 2 V A L
for the case with (!, «

PL - 2, VL • 2 VAL> respectively.

The maximum growth rates y T*

n«»ber S (S - 4n«VAL/nc
Z). for VL/VAL

and 1.1 for the case with

aa a function of the magnetic Reynolds

- 0. 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 are shown

V
AL'

in Fig.7. The case with V, - 0 corresponds to the pure resistive tearing

mode [34]. It can be seen from Fig.7 that the growth rate with V - l.C

is only slightly larger than that of the pure tearing mode with V, - 0.

On the other hand, in the super-Alfvenic caaes with V, - 1.5 and 2.0 V

a large increase in the growth rate can be clearly seen in Fig.7. They

represent the streaming tearing instability caused by the sheared plasma flow

in the current sheet with a super-Alfvenic flow 124}.

We also calculate the growth rates and etgenmodea for various values of
SL" VL a n d S - *' ** f o u n d t h a t "hen &L > l.S. the streaming kink mode grows

faster than the streaming sausage mode in the caae with a zero resistivity.

When PL < l.S, the streaming sausage mode has a higher growth rate. The

instability condition for both the streaming aausage and kink modes is found

to be V > 1.2 V. Our results also show that for p. • 2.0, V 2 V
AL

and kA " 0.5, the growth rate Increases slightly as the magnetic Reynolds
number S decreases. On the other hand, for B, • 2.0, V. 2V A L and

"I ' *'"• "L
k£ » 1.0, the growth rate decreases slightly as the magnetic Reynolds number

S decreases.

Satellite observations of the comet G-Z from the ICE (16]-{22] show

that a plasma sheet exists between the two lobes in the plasma tail of comets.

The thickness of the plasma sheet la on the order 10 km. In the

plasma sheet and lobes, the distributions of the magnetic field, the plasma

velocity and the density are approximately described by the expressions in
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Bq».(5A)-(56).

and the lobes are:

The magnetic field and plasma parameters in the plasma sheet
-I * ™ "3

B p - 7 nT, 60 nT, Vp - 0. VL - 200 kins 670 cm

andiL - 150 cm , T p ~ Tjal.l-Z x 10 K, respectively. Here n

the nwber densities of the electron and ion in the plasma sheet and the lobes,

respectively. Therefore, the Alfven speed in the plasma sheet is V^p =* 6 kms

while the Alfven speed in the lobes Is ^kL~ 110 kms'1. The total plasma

beta in the plasma sheet is Bp =* 6 and 0 ^ 0 . 0 3 in the lobes.

Based on the observations mentioned above, the instability condition

V, v 1.2 V.. can be satisfied in the plasma tail of the comet G-Z. Because
L " AX.
the plasma beta in the lobes Is smaller than 1.5, the streaming sausage mode

has a higher growth rate than the streaming kink mode in this case. Therefore,

streaming sausage and streaalng tearing instabilities can be the dominant

process ir; the tall of the comet G-Z, which leads to the formation of plasmoids

or magnetic islands as shown in Fig.5.

The importance of the sheared plasma flow on the streaming sausage

and tearing Instabilities can also be understood from the fact that the

streaming sausage and tearing modes occur on the Alfven time-scale (•*• 10 t ),
1/2

while the pure tearing mode occurs on a lower time-scale "v'<1^Tn' * where

in - 4n4
2/nc2 is the diffusion time [301. If we take the half-thickness

-1

of the plasma sheet A - 103

the Alfven transit time i .<*
A

km, V A L - 110 tern"
1 and

10 a, the growth time -t~l ̂  10 t £s 100 s, and

L - ZOO kms

~l ^

-1 we obtain

A ^ *•
the wavelength of the excited waves X — 4*6 St 10 km. The resistivity

If we take the magnetic Ryenolds

_

m
St. - 1O7-1O8 s

4 4
" - •» - • n a ~

and the

is very small in the plasma tail of comets,

number S=* 1O6-1O7, then the diffusion time

time-scale for the pure tearing mode ~ ^ V A ^ * 3 8 10*'3 X l°"S -0-1'0'*

days. Therefore, we suggest the streaming sausage and tearing instabilities

are much more important for the formation of plasmoids and magnetic islands

In the plasma tail of comets than the pure tearing mode without the presence

of a sheared flow.

On the other hand, when the magnetic field is weak and the plasma

density is high in the lobes of the cometary tail. I.e. 0 L > 1.5, then the

streaming kink instability has a higher growth rate. In this case, the

large-scale kink wave may develop In the plasma tail of comets. It may be

associated with the kinks observed in the cooetary tail.

IV. SUNUKY

He have Investigated the instability conditions, growth rates and

eigenmodes of the streaming sausage, kink and tearing instabilities in the

-15-

ruiwlarv tail with a sheared plasma flow between the lobe plasma and the

plasma sheet plasma. The principal results nay be described as follows.

(1) The streaming sausage, kink and tearing instabilities can be caused

by the sheared plasma flow in the plasma tall of comets. The analytical

stability criteria in Eqs.(48) and (49) for the streaming sausage and kink

instabilities are derived for a multi-layer mode in the incompressible limit.

For the cometary tail model with a non-uniform form plasma with continuously

varying density and flow velocity In a continuously varying magnetic field,

the instability condition for both the streaming sausage and kink modes is

found to be V ;>, 1.2 V , .

(2) The results show that the streaming sausage mode grows faster than

the streaming kink mode when P, < 1.5, and the streaming kink instability has

a higher growth rate when P, > 1.5. The maximum growth rate for the streaming
-I

streaming sausage mode with BL - 1 and V^ - 2 V^L is -^2* 0.060 t^ ,

uhich occur at kfiJ- 0.5, and the growth rate is found to be very small for

kA > 1. The maximum growth rate for the streaming kink mode with 0. - 2

and V, 2 v. isL AL
rate is very small for k<

12 t^1 which occur at k4« 1.0, and the growth

0.35. The phase velocities of the excited waves

are about 1.6 V and 1.1 V., for the streaming sausage and kink modes
AL AL

respectively.

(3) When the effect of finite resistivity Is considered, the streaming

sausage mode evolves into the steranlng tearing mode, which leads to the

formation of magnetic islands. The results from Fig.7 show that the growth

rate of the tearing instability in the case with a sub-Alfve'nic flow is only

slightly higher than that of the pure tearing mode. In the case with a

super-Alfvenlc flow, (VL £, 1.2 VpjJ, the growth rate (liO.I T ^ 1 ) has a large

increase. This flow-enhanced instability Is called the streaming tearing

instability.

(4) The eigenmode profiles and magnetic field configurations of the

streaming sausage, kink and tearing modes are shown in Figs.4 and 5. The

reconnection of the magnetic field lines does not occur for the streaming

sausage mode but the plasmoids with high plasma density are formed. For the

streaming tearing mode In the presence of a finite resistivity, magnetic

reconnect ions do occur and magnetic Islands are formed. For the streaming

kink Instability, a magnetic field configuration of kink waves is formed.

15) Satellite observations of the comet G-Z show that the instability

condition can be satisfied in the plasma tall of comets. Therefore, the

streaming sausage, kink and tearing Instabilities can be excited, and some of the

knots, kinks and disconnection events observed in the plasma tail of comets

-16-



may be associated with the streaming sausage, kink and tearing instabilities,

respectively. The time-scale excited strenlng sausage and tearing modes

(i 10 T.) is much shorter than that of the pure tearing mode. Ve suggest that

the streaming sausage and tearing instabilities are nuch note important for

the formation of knots and disconnection events observed in the plasma tail

of comets than the pure tearing mode without the prsence of a sheared flow.

(6) The streaming sausage, kink and tearing instabilities are also excited

by the seared flow between the solar wind plasma and the cometary tail plasma.

In thla case, the excited wave length (X » 2*6) is larger than that of the

stressing sausage, kink and tearing modes caused by the sheared flow between

the lobe plasma and the plasms sheet plasma in the cometary tail. Me guess

that the saall-acale structures (for example, knots, and kinks) observed in

the plasma tall of comets may be associated with the streaming sausage, kink

and tearing instabilities excited by the sheared flow between the lobe plasma

and the plasma sheet plasma and the large-scale structures (for example,

condensations) nay be associates with the streaming sausage, kink and tearing

Instabilities caused by the sheared flow between the solar wind and cometary

plasma.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. I

Fig.3

Fig.4

Fig.5

Fig.6

Fig.7

The normalized phase velocity ui /kV
IT AL.

of the streaming sauaage

mode (solid curves) and streaming kink mode (dashed curves) versus

the normalized nave number k6 for T_ - T. , V_ • 0 and pn/p, " 1 . 5 ,

5. 10 and 50.

Fig.2 The normalized growth rates t/kV , of the streaming sausage node

(solid curves) and strewing kink node (dashed curves) Instabilities

versus the normalised wave nunber k* for

2VAL
and pD/p.p/PL 1.5, 5, 10 and 50.

T p - T L. Bp-BL/9,

The normalized critical values V./V.. excited streaming sausage

'.a) and kink instabilitles (b) versus the normalized wave number for

vv " B, /». V, and VPLP " L' ' P ' L

The eigemode profiles of the perturbed plasma density

and z components of the perturbed magnetic field, b

1.5, 5, 10 and 50.

and the x

and b for

the streaming sausage mode (p. • 1, n* " 0), the streaming tearing

node IB. • 1, n* • 0.0058) and the streaming kink mode (S. - 2.
Li Lr

n* • 0 ) . Other parameters used V, • 2 V., and k£ - 0.45.
L» AL

The magnetic field configurations of the streaming sausage, tearing

and kink modes, corresponding to the three cases in Fig.4.

The normalized grovth rate ft. as a function of the normalized

vave number k6 for the streaming sausage mode

1* » 0) and the streaming kink mode <PL • 2, V

The normalized maximum growth rate 1.

magnetic Reynolds number S for f>L •

and 2.0.

2 V

2 V
AL1

AL*
0).

as a function of the

and V L/V A L - 0, 1.0, 1.5
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